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•  A follower of Christ knows what lies beyond the trials – 1:3a for you  
    know…

Q: What do we know?
A: 1:3b that the testing of your faith produces steadfastness.

Q: What is ‘steadfastness/patience/endurance’? 
A: It may be translated ‘to live/abide under.’ “the capacity to hold out or bear  
     up in the face of difficulty, patience, endurance, fortitude, steadfastness,  
     perseverance.” We often want God to evaporate the trials but He is  
     producing something unique and beautiful through them. 

Q: What is the final result of steadfastness?
A: 1:4 let patience have – imperative! 
     Have what? – its full effect 
     Why? – that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.
     ‘perfect’ – fully developed.
     ‘complete’ – being complete and meeting all expectations, with integrity,  
      whole, complete, undamaged, intact, blameless.
     ‘lacking in nothing’ – fully prepared for service. 

BACKGROUND ON JAMES:

•  Who wrote it? James, the brother of Jesus (Gal. 1:19; 2:9; Acts 12:17; 
    15:13; 21:18). 

•  What was the setting? Massive outbreak of persecution against the early 
    Jewish Christians. Peter Davids argues that the letter clearly represents a  
    group within Judaism that acknowledges Jesus as Lord. Two certainties: 
 - As Israel recognizes Torah as the formative narrative of Israel and of  
   Holy Scripture. Abraham is referred to as our Father. 2:19 refers to  
   the Shema. 
 - Given the echoes of Jesus’ teaching, James’ community saw him as 
    the authoritative interpreter of the Scriptures. 
 - “The Twelve Tribes” most naturally refers to the Jewish people – not 
    only described ancient Israel, but the re-gathered and spiritually 
    renewed Israel in the end times (Is 49:6, Ez. 47:13, 21-22, 48:29). 
    Could be used of Christians – certain places in the NT term 
    believers as the new people of God and the fulfillment of the OT 
    expectation of a spiritually renewed Israel (Matt. 19:28, Rev. 4:4-8, 
    21:12. Galatians 6:16, “the Israel of God.”). 
 - “Diaspora” could be Jews living among Gentiles outside of Palestine.
     Acts 11:19 As a result of the stoning of Stephen, many Jews were 
     scattered. They preached the Gospel to none except Jews. Quite a 
     bit of missionary activity and planted churches had nothing to do 
     with Paul.

•  Issues: Faith & Works 
 - The letter confirms the authority of James in James as a leader in full 
    fellowship with Paul. 
 - James and Paul are not in conflict when read contextually. The faith 
    and works issue is not in conflict between Paul and James. In fact, 
    there is never any evidence that James and Paul are opposed to one 
    another. In Galatians and Acts, Paul and James are mentioned 
    together and all without any conflict. 

•  What are the central issues? 
 - New Testament scholar Richard Bauckham writes, “James addresses 
    not specific, but typical situations” and that James is an example of 
    a “paraenetic encyclical.” Paranaesis means, “Instruction, 
    exhortation, or moral exhortation.” 

JAMES 1:1-4



- James tells us something of: 
 1. The Church in the “World” – 2:5
 2. The “World” in the Church – 1:27, 4:4 

The world has a different ethical, moral dimension to it. This worldliness 
manifests itself in different ways: 

 1. Uncontrolled speech 3:1-12
 2. Worldly wisdom 3:13-28
 3. Arrogance 4:13-17
 4. Double-mindedness 1:5-8

    •  Characteristics of James (adapted from Curtis Vaughan and Mark Taylor)

 1) The most Jewish book of the NT – other books are Jewish in  
      character and most of them were written by Jews. Direct reference 
      to Christ only appears in 1:1 and 2:1. It is very “Theocentric.” The  
           style and the diction resemble that of the Psalms and Proverbs.  
      A strong theocentric vision that has its roots in Judaism is very  
      apparent. 
 2) A strong connection to the Jesus tradition. There are at least 36  
        connections to Jesus’ teachings (Davis). 
 3) James may be the oldest book in the NT. Moo argues the date of  
        45-47 A.D. Even the most conservative dates from the Gospels are  
      around the 50’s. There was a period of about 20 years from the 
      events of the Gospels to when they were recorded. James gives us 
      a valuable window into the early picture of the church. 
          4) James is intensely practical. He is the essence of practical religion.  
      He has been called the “Amos of the NT.” Conduct must conform 
      to creed. Faith, for James, is something by its very nature,  
      practical. 
          5) James is authoritative. Imperative verbs occur quite frequently  
      (over 50 imperative verbs). He is never uncertain that his word is 
      the Word of God. 
          6) James covers a massive range of topics. Trials, maturity, wisdom,  
      doubt, ambition, big money, temptation, anger, genuine faith, 
      hypocrites, favoritism, language, conflict, gossip, life goals, 
      economic exploitation, patience, real prayer, and rescuing 
      wanderers, the book of James addresses big life issues. Genuinely 
      living out one’s genuine faith is a major theme in James. It’s a 
      concentrated focus on putting into practice what you know to be 
      true about God. 
          7) James is community focused. It is directed first of all, to a  
       community of believers. The individual is addressed, but is part  
      of the community. Believers (individuals) are told to confess their 
      sins to one another that you (plural) might be healed.

1:1 James, a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ, To the twelve tribes in 
the Dispersion: Greetings.
 •   Doulos (slave) of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 •   James was the half-brother of Jesus yet James was an unbeliever 
      until after Jesus’s resurrection. 
 •   To the 12 tribes in the Dispersion = Jewish Christians scattered 
      abroad in Gentile countries. 

Main Idea:  God intends for trials to 
produce maturity of Christian character.

REALITIES OF TRIALS AND MATURITY: 

•   Trials will come – 1:2b …when you meet trials of various kinds, ‘When’  
      not ‘if.’ 

Objection: I thought problems were from a lack of faith!
Response: If trials come from a lack of faith then even Jesus himself lacked 
faith. If you’re experiencing trials then you’re in good company (Moses, Noah, 
Isaiah, Elijah, Jesus, Paul, Peter, Christian martyrs, etc.). 

Q: What is a trial?
A: A trial is something painful that happens to you that isn’t your fault. Certain  
    painful “trials” are our own fault (1 Peter 2:19-20). 

Q: What’s the difference between trials and temptations? 
A: A trial is something external that works its way inside and a temptation is  
     something inside that works its way outside. 

Q: What kind of trials? 
A: ‘various kinds.’ Used in the Septuagint in Gen. 37:3 to describe Joseph’s coat  
      of many colors.  Richard Baxter, “Suffering so unbolts the door of the heart,  
      that the Word hath easier entrance.”  

•  Trials should cause us to respond with joy – 1:2a Count it all joy…

Q: What is joy? 
A: Joy is the state of contentment unaffected by circumstances.  
     How you respond to what happens to you is more important than what  
     happens to you. 

Q: What kinds of trials should I ‘count it all joy?’
A: ‘various kinds/diverse/many kinds.’ 1 Peter 1:6-7; Matt. 4:24; Titus 3:3;  
      Heb. 13:9; 1 Pet. 4:10. God’s grace matches any trial you may experience.  
      We have the tendency to count it ‘all joy’ once the trial is over but not in  
      the middle of it. 


